
 

 

Replacement and destruction of impacted Alaris sets 
(as per Field Safety Notice: MDS-21-4072) 

 

BD recently released a Field Safety Notice (MDS-21-4072) informing customers of a potential sterility issue affecting 

Alaris™ Pumps Infusion Sets (for GP, VP, CC, GW/GW800, SE, IVAC 590 series) and Gravity Infusion sets & connectors 

(refer to FSN for impacted SKU list). The below information provides further clarity on determining next steps for 

impacted stock in your possession. 

Immediate Actions: 

• Please review the Field Safety Notice MDS-21-4072 and the MHRA National Patient Safety Alert: 

https://www.gov.uk/drug-device-alerts/national-patient-safety-alert-supply-disruption-of-sterile-infusion-sets-

and-connectors-manufactured-by-becton-dickinson-bd-natpsa-slash-2021-slash-001-slash-mhra 

• When able, quarantine the identified impacted sets and complete the ‘Customer Response’ (page 6 of FSN MDS-

21-4072 https://mhra-gov.filecamp.com/s/yqwrVycEVOHjJZ3O/d) and return to BDUKFieldAction@bd.com as 

soon as possible. 

o Use the online tool at https://www.bd.com/en-us/recall-notifications/detail-mds-21-4072/search-mds-

21-4072 to identify those LOTs that are impacted. 

 
During this situation, concerning the impacted sets and to support patient safety, the MHRA has released a National 

Patient Safety Alert (NPSA).  Please refer to this document to understand the course of action that is open to you prior to 

taking any action. 

 

If your impacted product is to be destroyed: 

 

To prevent impacted sets being introduced into the supply chain, and following review of the FSN and NPSA, your facility 

will be required to render sets ‘unusable’ and agree these will not be used.  

 

Free of charge, BD is able to, and would prefer to, undertake the collection and destruction of impacted sets for Trusts.  

 

Should you wish to manage the destruction of product yourselves please notify BD using the ‘customer response’ form 

(page 6 of FSN MDS-21-4072) and return it to BDUKFieldAction@bd.com. Details of the BD reimbursement policy are 

provided below. It should be noted that where trusts decide to undertake destruction themselves that the liability for 

ensuring the safe and effective destruction will reside with the trust.  For a clearer understanding of how the process will 

work, please see the diagram below: 
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Please ensure that you return the Customer Response form to BD, this is required by the regulatory authorities, even 

where you have not identified any impacted stock and regardless of if you or the third party have destroyed the impacted 

sets. This must be returned to BDUKFieldAction@bd.com with the applicable SKU (or product code), LOT number and 

quantity destroyed completed.  BD requires this information to allow the replacement process to be completed. Where 

costs are incurred during the process of destruction, if trusts have decided to undertake the process themselves, BD will 

offer fair and reasonable payment for destruction. This payment will be on the understanding that the Trust will be 

required to send BD an invoice stating the costs and only costs associated with the destruction of the sets will be 

reimbursed. 
 

Replacement after destruction of impacted products: 

 

BD will be offering one for one replacement or credit, as per normal agreed process, for all affected products. If you 

would prefer to have replacement stock, this will be sent to you as soon as product supply has been resumed.  

 

To understand when and which products are available, ahead of replacement or destruction, please contact BD.  For 

additional enquiries, please contact your local BD representative. 
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